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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 6,1898. 

HIGHER SPEED FOR OUR NEW BATTLESHIPS. 
The country has every reason to be proud of the 

achievements of its navy. From the very day that 
war was declared its operations have been brilliantly 
successful. We have seen one fleet of the enemy wiped 
out of existence by our protected cruisers, and later 
h .. -" ';vitnessed our battleships administer a crushing 
defeat to one of the finest and most modern squadrons 
of armored cruisers and destroyers that ever sailed the 
seas. Moreover, our ships have been doing things 
which by all the sacred canons of modern naval warfare 
they should never have attempted. Protected cruisers, 
as at Manila, have forced their way past shore bat
teries, and have not only dared to engage them, but si
lenced them. Battleships have chased and overhauled 
fast cruisers, while a converted and unprotected yacht 
has boldly engaged two of the omnipotent torpedo 
boat destroyers and promptly sent them to the bottom. 

Evidently our ships have done all and more than 
they were designed to do. 

Looking to the future, we must endeavor to build 
up our navy with str�ct reference to the new responsi
bilities which have fallen upon us as the result of the 
wal" When we entered upon the construction of our 
new navy we had no distant possessions to guard. The 
Hawaiian Islands, Cuba, Porta Rico and the Philippine 
Islallds were not in our thoughts. It was considered 
that the duties of the navy, at least as far as the bat· 
tleships werp.concerned, would be confined to the de
fense of our own coastline. No one would have dared 
to s'�ggest that within the next decade we should be 
tighting the battles of Manila and Santiago, and fit
ting out. a fleet for a campaign in the Mediterranean. 

Proof of this is seen in the desigm .. tion of our first 
three battleships, the "Indiana," "Massachusetts," 
and" Oregon," as given in the official lists of the Navy 
Department. They were called coast defense battle
ships. Hence they were given a limited coal supply and 
the moderate speed of 15 knots an hour. It is owing 
to the fortunate circumstance that a premium was of
fered for any excess above this speed that the trial 
spped of the three ships was respectively 0 '5, 1'2, and 
1'8 knots above the low figure called for by the govern
Illent. 

The wider sphere of naval duties which is about to 
talI upon us demands that our future battleships shall 
be sea·going vessels of large coal endurance and high 
speed. They should be able to steam at least 7,500 
knots without recoaling, and have a maximum speed 
of 18 knots an hour. Sixteen knots (the speed pro
posed for Ol1r three new battleships) is, as we shall 
show, from 1� to 4 knots slower than the speed of 
some sixty or seventy battleships which are now either 
built, building, or authorized by the leading naval 
powers of the world. 

One would have expected that this fact, coupled 
with the lessons of the present war on the sub
ject of speed, would have resulted in a call for 
higher speed in the three new battleships lately author
ized by Congress. It was the desire of Commodore 
Melville, Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering, to 
place in the new ships engines and boilers capable of 
driving them at 18 knots an hour ; but, for some in
scrutable reason, the proposition was overruled, and 
designs were drawn up for 16-knot ships. 

Now we do not hesitate to affirm that while the 
armol' and armament of these vessels render them the 
most powerful fighting machines in the worlq, they 
will be so greatly handicapped by their slow speed as 
to be un worthy of the title " first-class battleships." In 
these days of 18 to 20 knot armorclads, a 16-knot ship, 
we care not how heavy her armor or armament, must 
be relegated to the second class, for the limited duties 
of coast defense. This is actually being done in the 
F. u ropean na vies. 

If any reader is disposed to doubt our position, we 
beg him to picture our 15 and 16-knot vessels b@in� dis
patched 3.000 miles from a friendly dry dock to" cap
ture, sink, or destroy," in its own waters, a fleet. of 
French ironclads that is capable of steaming its 18 or 
19 knots, if called upon to do it. Without detracting in 
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the least from the laurels won by our navy at Manila 
and Santiago (nothing can do that), we affirm that no 
similar success would await the attempt, if it be true 
the French navy is kept in the high state of 
efficiency with which it is universally credited. The 
splendid gunnery which won in the Philippines and 
off the Cuban coast would be useless against a fleet 
with which it was impossible to get within fighting 
range. 

That the s'peed proposed for our new battleships is 
entirely too slow is shown by a comparison with the 
ships of a similar class which are either built, building. 
or proposed for the leading navies of the world. The 
following figures are taken from official lists, or gath· 
ered from other authentic sources: 

COlllmencing with the English navy, as being the 
largest, we find that it contains no less than 3a first
class battleships, of between 10,500 and 15,000 tons, 
whose speed ranges from 17 knots to 18'75 knots per 
hour. Of these ships, one is of 10,473 tons and 17'25 
knots; eight are of 14,150 tons and 17'5 to 18'2 knots; 
nine of 14,900 tons and 17'5 to 18'4 knots; three are of 
15,000 tons and 18 knots; two of 10,500 tons and 18'5 
knots; one is of 12,350 tons and 18'75 knots; six are of 
12,950 tons and 18'75 knots; and the three latest de
signs are of 15,000 tons displacement and a speed of 
18'75 knots. 

France has afloat, on the stocks, or in contem pla
tion, ten battleships of 17 knots speed and over. Four 
of these are of from 11,395 tons to 12,200 tons displace· 
ment and from 17'1 to 17 9 knots speed, and the other 
six range from 11 ,275 to 12,052 tons displacement and 
have speeds of from 18 to 18'5 knots per hour. 

Chile has her" Capitan Prat," a most efficient ship, 
of about 7,000 tons and 18'3 knots, and the formidable 
.. O'Higgins," 8,500 tons (more battleship than cruiser), 
with the high speed of 22 knots an hour. 

Germany has in hand three powerful battleships 
of the" Kaiser Fripdrich " type, whose speed is to be 18 
knots an hour. 

Italy has always realized the value of speed in bat
tleships, and was ten years ahead of the other naval 
powers in this respect. Her lists include two battle
ships of 11,000 tons and 17 knots; one of 9,806 tons and 
18 knots; two of 14,400 tons and 18 and 18'4 knots; two 
great vesselil of over ta,500 tons and 19 knots ; and the 
celebrated "Sardegna," of 13,860 tons and 20 knots 
speed. 

Russia is credited with one battleship of 12,480 tons 
and 17 knots; three of 10,960 tons and 17'5 knots; and 
two of 12,614 tons and 18 knots. 

Thelatest naval power, Japan, is in line with modern 
developments, in the construction of one great ship (to 
be the largest and most powerful in the world), of 
15,200 ton/i and 18 knots. She also has in commission 
two 12,320-ton ships of 18'5 and 19'2 knots and two 
others of 14,850 tons and 18'5 knots speed. 

The above enumeration shows that, before our three 
latest battleships of 16 knots speed are completed, the 
leading naval powere will possess among them no less 
than sixty·seven great battleships with speeds of from 
17 to 20 knots, the greater part of them being able to 
steam over 18 knots an hour. 

The events of the war have shown that the purely 
defensive policy which governed the design of our 
earlier ships must be modified, if we are to Illeet the 
swift battlel5hip squadrons of Europe. As between a 
16-knot and an 18�-knot fleet, the option of fighting 
or running away would rest altogether with the faster 
vessels. If we are to avail ourselves of the splendid 
fighting qualities of the personnel of our navy, we must 
provide it with ships fast enough to allow our officers 
and men to immediately close in with the enemy when
ever and wherever they think fit to do so. 

That the Navy Department is aware of the fact that 
the new ships will be deficient in speed is shown by a 
circular recently issued which says that .. preference 
will be given, other things being equal, to such bids as 
offer to guarantee the highest rate of speed and great
est coal endurance, the total weights of engines, boilers, 
and coal and spaces allowed therefor to remain as'now 
fixed." The latter clause of this statement, unfortu
nately, takes all the value out of the former, for with
out an increase in displacement and a more liberal 
allowance for motive power, it will be impossible to 
make any considerable addition to the designed speed. 
This can only be secured by an entire revision of the 
plans. 

. .. , . 

MAKE HASTE SLOWLY. 

Should we not at once call a halt in the matter of 
this year's naval programme and defer the prepara
tion of designs, not to mention the letting of contracts, 
until the valuable experience gained by our ships in 
the present war has been filed with the Bureau of Con
struction? 

Prudence, common sense, and the best interests of 
the nation demand that not a design should be passed 
as final until the very last item regarding the be
havior of ships, guns, projectiles. armor, and general 
protective devices has been carefully noted, drawn, and 
placed in the hands of Chief Constructor Hichboru, of 
the navy. 
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Lying on the mud of Manila Bay and on the beach 
of the South Cuban coast are some eighteen or twenty 
vessels of more or less modern construction, frolll 
whose battered relllains our naval constructors can 
learn the very truths for a practical demonstration of 
which the naval world has been impatiently waiting 
during the purely tentative and expel'illlental work of 
the past twenty years. On our own ships, 1lI0reo"el·. 
are to be found the llIarks of the enemy's shells. Battle
ships, cruisers, and torpedo boats have been struck by 
projectiles large and small, and delivered both hori
zontally and vertically by llIortar fire. Every shell 
that. struck has its own lessons to teach, and the differ
ent effects of projectiles against side armor and deck 
al' lllOr will afforu valuable data for our future guid
ancE'. 

Not less important in its bearing upon future designs 
is the behavior of the various types of gun llIounts. 
It has been stated persistently m the daily press that 
many of the mounts are badly in need of overhauling ; 
and rumors of this ship and that needing repairs to 
her gun-carriages have come thick and fast since the 
scheme for sending 'Watson's fleet to Spain was first 
broached. All of these weak points will have to be 
noted and the mounts modified and strengthened in 
our future warships. 

It will at longest be but a matter of a few months be
fore the war is closed and the whole of its invaluable 
data in the hands of the Construction Departlllent, and 
it cannot but happen that this data will suggest the 
modification of existing designs in various illlportant 
parti culars. As at t.he Santiago as well as the Yalu 
fig-ht, armor, even of Illoderate proportions, has proved 
to be wor.derfully effective, a" witne�s the almost com
plete immunity of the "Cristobal Colon" due to her 
plentiful protection of 6-inch armor. We think it will 
be decided, among other things, thatb y using the illl
proved Krupp process it will be possible to greatly 
reduce the thickness of the armor on the new battle
ships and put the weight so saved into tmgines and 
boilers. Are we really justified in the construction of 
the four monitors and sixteen torpedo boats? Neither 
type has proved itself so useful as the battleships and 
cruisers. There is every reason why we should defer 
their construction until our various admirals and cap
tains can turn in exhaustive reports upon the sel'vices 
rendered by these much debated types of vessels. 

In view of the fact that it will be probably three or 
four years before this year's programme has been COIll
pleted and put in commission, we can well afford to 
delay its commencement a few months, in order to 
incorporate in the new ships the experience which we 
are gaining at a costly expense in blood and trE'asure. 

• f ••• 

TO PREVENT COLLISIONS DURING A FOG AT 
SEA. 

The tragic sinking of the " Bourgogne " again brings 
up the question of preventing collisions in foggy 
weather. While many such catastrophes are no doubt 
due to want of proper watchfulness and precautions, 
the majority occur in spite of every effort of science 
and good seamanship to prevent thelll. The supreme 
need of the present day is some thoroughly reliable de
vice for detecting the approach of a ship which, by 
reason of the fog, is not visible to the lookouts. It 
is safe to say that, in spite of the ingenious instrulllents 
which have been devised and are more or less in use, 
there is at present no apparatus which will under all 
conditions detect and report the presence of one vessel 
to another in thick weather. 

The devices which depend upon auricular signals, 
such as the eophone, topophone, and others of a simi
lar nature, are intended to determine the direction frolll 
which the sound proceeds. For their successful use 
each vessel must be active, both in sounding its sirens 
or trumpets and in intercepting the other's signals. A 
transatlantic liner may be furnished with eophones, 
worked by skilled observers, which are capable under 
normal conditions of the atmosphere of infallibly de
tecting the direction from which the signals come ; but 
unless the approaching vessel is equally careful to 
sound its foghorn at regular intervals, the eophones 
might just as well be at the bottom of the sea for all 
the protection they afford to the liner. 

But even if we assullle that auricular signals are 
faithfully sounded and received, there yet remains a 
fruitful source of accident which may at any time 
render the fog-horn or siren inoperative. We refer to 
the curious eccentricities which have been observed in 
the act.ion of sound waves under certain atmospheric 
and geological conditions-eccentricities which render 
it uncertain that signals that are sounded by one ship 
will be heard by another that may be well within 
hearing distance under normal conditions. The in
vestigations made by Major Livermore for the United 
States government have shown that. undE'r certain con
ditions sounds that were inaudible near the surface of 
the water could be plainly heard at some distance 
above it, and sounds from a distance which are heard at 
one end of a vpssel may be quite inaudible at. the other 
end. The explanation offered is that sound waves 
way, under certain conditions, be thrown upward anlJ 
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